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For the first time in decades of groundbreaking research, the inventor of the 10,000-hour rule
explains his techniques for developing mastery of any skill We live in a world full of people with
extraordinary abilities. Consider what Roger Federer can do with a tennis ball, or Connor
McDavid with a puck. There are chess grandmasters who can play several dozen different
games simultaneously--while blindfolded--and a seemingly unending supply of young musical
prodigies who would have astonished aficionados a century ago. We are dramatically better at
just about everything than we were just a generation ago. We assume, though, that these peak
performers are the lucky ones, the ones with a gift. That's only partly true. The fact is we are all
lucky. We all have that gift. As Ericsson's whole career has shown, with the proper practice, we
are all capable of extraordinary feats. On the surface, the techniques that chess players use to
develop their skills seem quite different from the methods soccer players use to perfect their
games, which in turn seem quite different from how pianists improve their playing. But at a
deeper level, they are all variations on a single fundamental approach to learning, what
Ericsson, a world-renowned researcher, has named "deliberate practice": a simple, yet
powerful system for enhancing learning. This approach to expertise has the potential to
revolutionize how we think about every sort of education and training. We are not limited by an
endowment of natural talent. We create our own limits. Whether you want to step up your
game at work or on the weekend, or help your kid achieve athletic or academic goals,
Ericsson's revolutionary methods will show you how to master almost anything.
Appropriate as a textbook for courses in cognitive psychology or social cognition, Everyday
Thinking reviews the rapidly growing literature on cognition in naturalistic settings. It differs
from other textbooks in that, where possible, it focuses on thinking in real-world settings rather
than in controlled laboratory settings and provides detailed treatments of each of the following
topics: * how we form impressions of and represent persons in memory; * how we recognize
and represent faces; * how we reason in our day-to-day lives and go about solving everyday
problems; * how we make judgments and decisions; * how we encode memories of
events--both for future action and for our own life histories; and * what are some of the
implications of everyday knowledge and cognition for education and instruction. This book
presents the theoretical positions and research evidence on each of these topics and
examines the generally unexplored connections among them. As a result, this book presents
the study of cognition in a more relevant form and in a context that readers can more readily
apply to their own lives.
The first edition of this popular reference work was published in 1993 and received critical
acclaim for its achievement in bringing together international perspectives on research and
development in giftedness and talent. Scholars welcomed it as the first comprehensive volume
in the field and it has proved to be an indispensable resource to researchers. Since the first
edition, the scholarly field of giftedness and talent studies has expanded and developed,
welcoming contributions from researchers in related disciplines. Several theoretical
frameworks outlined in the first edition have now been empirically tested and a number of new
trends have emerged. The Second Edition of the International Handbook of Giftedness and
Talent provides an invaluable research tool to academics, researchers and students interested
in the field of giftedness and talent. The contributors are renowned in the field and the broad
range of topics on giftedness that have been studied in the past century, right up to the late
1990s, are represented in this volume. It is truly international in scope, bringing together
leading scholars and teachers from all around the world. This new edition has been fully
updated and rewritten and includes 22 completely new chapters. It provides a comprehensive
review and critical synthesis of significant theory; a unique cross-national perspective with
contributions from over 100 distinguished authors covering 24 nations; significant contributions
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from scholars working in related fields; an increased focus on empirically supported
scholarship; and is arranged for quick and easy reference with comprehensive subject and
author indexes.
This volume is the fruit of the 5th conference on Naturalistic Decision Making which focused on
the importance of studying people who have some degree of expertise in the domain in which
they make decisions. The substantive concerns pertain to how individuals and groups make
decisions in professional and organizational settings, and to develop suit
“This book is a breakthrough, a lyrical, powerful, science-based narrative that actually shows
us how to get better (much better) at the things we care about.”—Seth Godin, author of
Linchpin “Anyone who wants to get better at anything should read [Peak]. Rest assured that
the book is not mere theory. Ericsson’s research focuses on the real world, and he explains in
detail, with examples, how all of us can apply the principles of great performance in our work or
in any other part of our lives.”—Fortune Anders Ericsson has made a career studying chess
champions, violin virtuosos, star athletes, and memory mavens. Peak distills three decades of
myth-shattering research into a powerful learning strategy that is fundamentally different from
the way people traditionally think about acquiring new abilities. Whether you want to stand out
at work, improve your athletic or musical performance, or help your child achieve academic
goals, Ericsson’s revolutionary methods will show you how to improve at almost any skill that
matters to you. “The science of excellence can be divided into two eras: before Ericsson and
after Ericsson. His groundbreaking work, captured in this brilliantly useful book, provides us
with a blueprint for achieving the most important and life-changing work possible: to become a
little bit better each day.”—Dan Coyle, author of The Talent Code “Ericsson’s research has
revolutionized how we think about human achievement. If everyone would take the lessons of
this book to heart, it could truly change the world.”—Joshua Foer, author of Moonwalking with
Einstein
Although specific definitions may change over time, few goals are considered more important
to education than the pursuit of academic excellence. There are many different viewpoints on
this issue today among educational psychologists and other social scientists. One particularly
glaring fault line in the debate divides those who emphasize developing individual learning and
those who focus on promoting cultural and institutional reform. These two perspectives are
rarely addressed in a single volume. In this book, well-known theorists and researchers
present a range of perspectives on how to promote excellence in education. This allows those
who stress transformation of educational practice and those who emphasize individual abilities
to speak to each, and invites readers to jointly consider the arguments for both positions, or for
some synthesis of the two. The point is to consider how these two divergent viewpoints can be
reconciled, or simply coordinated, in an effort to benefit both students and society at large. The
main thesis is that excellence can be fostered without sacrificing equity, both of which are
fundamental tenets of a democratic education. The issues addressed in this book have
implications and relevance for school reform efforts and across the fields of educational
psychology, curriculum and instruction, philosophy of education, and educational leadership.
The volume provides a unique source for students and teachers in various disciplines who
want to gain a broader and more integrated view of the nature and development of excellence
through education.
Brings together in one volume important material from various hard-to-locate sources, giving
the reader access to a body of work from one of the founders of music psychology
Complements and updates Sloboda's 'The musical mind'
How do the good become great? Practice! From musicians and executives to physicians and
drivers, aspiring professionals rely on deliberate practice to attain expertise. Recently,
researchers have explored how psychotherapists can use the same processes to enhance the
effectiveness of psychotherapy supervision for career-long professional development. Based
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on this empirical research, this edited volume brings together leading supervisors and
researchers to explore a model for supervision based on behavioral rehearsal with continuous
corrective feedback. Demonstrating how this model complements and enhances a traditional,
theory-based approach, the authors explore practical methods that readers can use to improve
the effectiveness of their own psychotherapy training and supervision. This book is the 2018
Winner of the American Psychological Association Supervision & Training Section's
Outstanding Publication of the Year Award.

The findings in this book are the results of a monumental five-year study of a group of
exceptionally talented teenagers, examining the role that personality traits, family
interactions, education, and the social environment play in a young person's motivation
to develop his or her talent. Diagrams.
The intent of this book is to describe those perceptual and cognitive components which
contribute to skilled motor performance in a wide variety of disciplines, including sports,
microsurgery, video games, and speech. Also considered are issues in the
measurement of motor skill, the development of motor skill across the life span, and the
importance of individual differences in the development of motor skill. Many chapters
contain studies employing the expertise approach used so successfully to study
cognitive skills in psychology. Using this approach, expert performers are compared to
novices on domain relevant laboratory tasks in order to determine whether specific
cognitive or perceptual processes are related to performance differences. This volume
will be of value to kinesiologists, sport psychologists, physical educators, and cognitive
psychologists who are interested in a new perspective on the nature of motor skills. The
majority of the chapters include reviews of the literature necessary to understand the
case being made. Thus, the book may be understood by any reader with a basic course
in psychology or motor behavior.
This book discusses the nature - nurture debate as it relates to human intelligence.
Machine learning is the computational study of algorithms that improve performance
based on experience, and this book covers the basic issues of artificial intelligence.
Individual sections introduce the basic concepts and problems in machine learning,
describe algorithms, discuss adaptions of the learning methods to more complex
problem-solving tasks and much more.
Practice researched from different perspectives in a variety of contexts and second
languages with implications for teaching and research.
A comprehensive resource for fitness and competitive runners aged 30 and older,
Mastering Running proves that age is no obstacle to excellence. With information and
advice on topics that matter most to older runners, Mastering Running provides masterspecific drills, exercises, and training plans.
Since the 1970s the cognitive sciences have offered multidisciplinary ways of
understanding the mind and cognition. The MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences
(MITECS) is a landmark, comprehensive reference work that represents the
methodological and theoretical diversity of this changing field. At the core of the
encyclopedia are 471 concise entries, from Acquisition and Adaptationism to Wundt
and X-bar Theory. Each article, written by a leading researcher in the field, provides an
accessible introduction to an important concept in the cognitive sciences, as well as
references or further readings. Six extended essays, which collectively serve as a
roadmap to the articles, provide overviews of each of six major areas of cognitive
science: Philosophy; Psychology; Neurosciences; Computational Intelligence;
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Linguistics and Language; and Culture, Cognition, and Evolution. For both students and
researchers, MITECS will be an indispensable guide to the current state of the cognitive
sciences.
One of the most extraordinary books ever written about chess and chessplayers, this
authoritative study goes well beyond a lucid explanation of how todays chessmasters
and tournament players are rated. Twenty years' research and practice produce a
wealth of thought-provoking and hitherto unpublished material on the nature and
development of high-level talent: Just what constitutes an "exceptional performance" at
the chessboard? Can you really profit from chess lessons? What is the lifetime pattern
of Grandmaster development? Where are the masters born? Does your child have
master potential? The step-by-step rating system exposition should enable any reader
to become an expert on it. For some it may suggest fresh approaches to performance
measurement and handicapping in bowling, bridge, golf and elsewhere. 43 charts,
diagrams and maps supplement the text. How and why are chessmasters statistically
remarkable? How much will your rating rise if you work with the devotion of a Steinitz?
At what age should study begin? What toll does age take, and when does it begin?
Development of the performance data, covering hundreds of years and thousands of
players, has revealed a fresh and exciting version of chess history. One of the many
tables identifies 500 all-time chess greatpersonal data and top lifetime performance
ratings. Just what does government assistance do for chess? What is the Soviet
secret? What can we learn from the Icelanders? Why did the small city of Plovdiv
produce three Grandmasters in only ten years? Who are the untitled dead? Did Euwe
take the championship from Alekhine on a fluke? How would Fischer fare against
Morphy in a ten-wins match? 1t was inevitable that this fascinating story be written, '
asserts FIDE President Max Euwe, who introduces the book and recognizes the major
part played by ratings in today's burgeoning international activity. Although this is the
definitive ratings work, with statistics alone sufficient to place it in every reference
library, it was written by a gentle scientist for pleasurable reading -for the enjoyment of
the truths, the questions, and the opportunities it reveals.
This book provides a big picture of the key wireless industries, what systems and
technologies they use, how they operate, their market trends, and what services they
provide. If you are involved or you are getting involved in the wireless industry, your life
is changing. The growth and decline of wireless industries can be well over 40% per
year and it rapidly changes. Some wireless systems that were "hot technologies" just
10 years ago with billions of dollars in investment with national or global presence are
simply gone. This information covered in this book ranges from the basics to what's
new in wireless. You will learn that each wireless industry has its own unique
advantages and limitations, which offer important economic and technical choices for
managers, salespeople, technicians, and others involved with wireless telephones and
systems. This book provides the background for a good understanding of the major
wireless technologies, issues, and options available. The book starts with a basic
introduction to wireless communication. It covers the different types of industries, who
controls and regulates them, and provides a basic definition of each of the major
wireless technologies. A broad overview of the telecom voice, data, and multimedia
applications is provided. You will discover the fundamentals of wireless technologies
and their terminology are described along with how the radio frequency spectrum is
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divided, the basics of radio frequency transmission and modulation, antennas and radio
networks. The different types of analog and digital mobile telephone systems and their
evolution are covered. Included is the basic operation, attributes and services for
analog cellular(1st generation), digital cellular (2nd generation), packet based cellular (2
= generation), and wideband cellular (3rd generation) communication systems. Private
land mobile radio (PLMR) dispatch and two-way radio systems are explained along with
how they are changing from proprietary analog systems to advanced digital multimedia
communication systems. The basics of mobile data are provided along with the
available types of packet and circuit switched data systems and how they operate.
Descriptions of paging systems are provided and you will discover how paging systems
are evolving from one-way numeric messaging to two-way interactive information
services. Important characteristics of satellite systems are covered. An overview of
fixed wireless systems including point to point microwave, wireless cable, and
broadband wireless is included. The fundamentals of radio and television broadcast
systems are covered along with how they are converting from analog to digital systems
and why in just a few years service to existing radios and telephones will stop. The
fundamentals of residential cordless, public cordless and WPBX telephone systems
covered. Wireless local area networks (WLANs) basics are provided including the
different versions of 802.11. Short-range Bluetooth wireless is explained along with how
it is used by accessories such as headsets, keyboards, cameras, and printers. The
fundamentals of billing and customer care systems are provided along with these
systems collect and process service and usage charges.
Understanding and developing expertise is an important concern for any researcher or
practitioner working in elite or high performance sport. Whether it's identifying talented
young athletes or developing methods for integrating cutting-edge sport science into
daily coaching practice, scientists, coaches and researchers all need to understand the
skills, characteristics, and knowledge that distinguish the expert performer in sport. The
Routledge Handbook of Sport Expertise is the first book to offer a comprehensive
overview of current research and practice in the emerging field of sports expertise.
Adopting a multi-disciplinary, multi-faceted approach, the book offers in-depth
discussion of methodological and philosophical issues in sport expertise, as well as the
characteristics that describe sporting ‘experts’ and how they can be facilitated and
developed. Exploring research, theory and practice, the book also examines how
scientists and practitioners can work together to improve the delivery of applied sport
science. With contributions from many of the world’s leading researchers in expertise
and skill acquisition in sport, the Routledge Handbook of Sport Expertise is important
reading for any advanced student, researcher, coach or sport science support officer
looking to better understand this cutting-edge topic.
The Road To Excellencethe Acquisition of Expert Performance in the Arts and
Sciences, Sports, and GamesPsychology Press
Education is expanding to include a stronger focus on the practical application of
classroom lessons in an effort to prepare the next generation of scholars for a changing
world economy centered on collaborative and problem-solving skills for the digital age.
The Handbook of Research on Technology Tools for Real-World Skill Development
presents comprehensive research and discussions on the importance of practical
education focused on digital literacy and the problem-solving skills necessary in
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everyday life. Featuring timely, research-based chapters exploring the broad scope of
digital and computer-based learning strategies including, but not limited to, enhanced
classroom experiences, assessment programs, and problem-solving training, this
publication is an essential reference source for academicians, researchers,
professionals, and policymakers interested in the practical application of technologybased learning for next-generation education.
The view of memory use as skilled performance embraces the interactive nature of
memory and higher order cognition. In considering the contexts in which memory is
used, this book helps to answer such questions as: If asked where I live, how do I
decide on a street address or city name? What influences my selection in a criminal
lineup besides actual memory of the perpetrator? Why do expert golfers better
remember courses they've played than amateur golfers? Chapters in this volume
discuss strategies people use in responding to memory queries- whether and how to
access memory and how to translate retrieved products into responses. Coverage
includes memory for ongoing events and memory for prospective events-how we
remember to do future intended actions. Individual differences in memory skill is
explored across people and situations, with special consideration given to the elderly
population and how strategies at encoding and retrieval can offset what would
otherwise be declining memory. An intergrative view of memory, metamemory,
judgment and decision-making, and individual differences Relevant to both applied
concerns and basic research Articles written by expert contributors
In this book, some of the world's foremost 'experts on expertise' provide scientific
knowledge on expertise and expert performance.
New 5 X 8 Inch Special Edition Achieve the Champion Mindset for Peak Performance
with this Amazon Best-Seller. Reach New Levels of Success and Mental Toughness
With This Ultimate Guide. Learn the "Science of Success" - Step by Step - and Prepare
to Excel. In this concise and highly acclaimed training guide, Peak Performance Coach
and Best-Selling Author DC Gonzalez teaches a blend of unique mental training
technologies, sports psychology essentials, and peak performance methods that are
effective and motivational, and designed to help you in business, sports, work, school,
or life in general. Get ready to increase your self-belief, self-confidence, and mental
toughness using this powerful guide and to reach new levels of success, sports
performance and personal development. Coach DC Gonzalez is among a very
fortunate few that have had the unique experience of learning from the late P.C. Siegel,
a world-renowned sports and peak performance authority, sports hypnotherapist, and
Neuro Linguistics Programming (NLP) Master Practitioner. This book is powerful, in it
Dan explains, teaches, and helps you develop the psychological skills required for peak
performance, while pointing out the underlying mental training strategies that will help
anyone reach higher levels of achievement and performance - not by random chance,
but by focused choice. The Art of Mental Training teaches the critical essentials while
interwoven with stories from Dan's fascinating background as an Aviator in the Navy, a
Federal Agent, Military Cyber-Security Specialist, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Black Belt and a
Peak Performance Coach. Dan creates a powerful teaching connection between his
adrenaline-filled life experiences and the mental skills and mental training that make all
the difference. * Access your true potential, control your state and excel even under
extreme pressure * Enhance performance by transforming the negative energy
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generated by nervousness and fear into shatterproof confidence * Improve focus and
concentration for positive results - often instantly - with battle-tested mental training
techniques * Learn the psychological factors that will help you view set-backs as
opportunities to create lasting positive change * Enhance visualization techniques and
create success imagery loaded with feelings and emotions that will generate powerful
results * Understand what to practice and which success conditioning exercises will
vastly improve your self-belief, self-confidence and performance * Gain access to the
coaching psychology behind redirecting anger energy and using it to strengthen your
resolve and remain in control * Use proven sport psychology techniques to leave your
ego outside your event and avoid performance choking completely * Learn to create the
Ideal Performance State using Neuro Linguistics Programming and "The Critical Three"
* Get rid of limiting beliefs and the negative critic in your head once and for all * Achieve
the champion mindset and gain the mental edge over your opponents or the situation
on demand * Learn how to find the place from which peak performance springs forth
The lessons and techniques presented in this book are essential reading for anyone
seeking more success and peak performance, whether it be on the playing field, in
business, or life in general. Whatever your personal endeavor may be, whatever
challenge you may be facing; these lessons will prepare you to move forward and to
excel in a powerful way. Reach new levels of personal success and performance, as
you learn, practice, and apply these powerful concepts and proven techniques.
First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Disturbed writers and absent-minded professors make great characters in fiction, but
Rothenberg has uncovered an even better story—the virtually infinite creative potential of
healthy human beings.
How do we truly help students achieve their fullest potential? What are the roles of motivation,
deliberate practice, and coaching in developing talent and abilities in students? This hands-on
guide examines each of these elements in detail providing definitions, relevant research,
discussions, examples, and practical steps to take with students in elementary, middle, and
high school. The authors examine cutting-edge research on world-class performance and distill
information specifically for educators. Offering guidelines to help teachers spot and encourage
students’ exceptional aptitudes, passionate interests, and special strengths, they show
concretely how to promote greater motivation for learning and success. This foundational book
infuses new ideas into established teaching. User-friendly chapters include thought-provoking
insights, vignettes of how notable talents were developed, teaching and learning tips, gradelevel examples, and discussion questions. “Offers revolutionary proposals for transforming
education…and describes how to produce high-school graduates who are independent
learners.” —From the Foreword by K. Anders Ericsson and Robert Pool “The authors of this
book understand that educators who seek to unlock talent must first and foremost build the
confidence, not just the achievement, of the possessor of that talent—the student. This volume
is the guide book for all who wish to use assessment for learning and other strategies in
partnership with talented learners in the service of their success.” —Rick Stiggins, founder,
Assessment Training Institute
"Success in sport depends upon the athlete's ability to develop and perfect a specific set of
perceptual, cognitive and motor skills. Now in a fully revised and updated new edition, Skill
Acquisition in Sport examines how we learn such skills and, in particular, considers the crucial
role of practice and instruction in the skill acquisition process. Containing thirteen completely
new chapters, and engaging with the significant advances in neurophysiological techniques
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that have profoundly shaped our understanding of motor control and development, the book
provides a comprehensive review of current research and theory on skill acquisition. Leading
international experts explore key topics such as: attentional focus augmented Feedback
observational practice and learning implicit motor learning mental imagery training physical
guidance motivation and motor learning neurophysiology development of skill joint action.
Throughout, the book addresses the implications of current research for instruction and
practice in sport, making explicit connections between core science and sporting performance.
No other book covers this fundamental topic in such breadth or depth, making this book
important reading for any student, scholar or practitioner working in sport science, cognitive
science, kinesiology, clinical and rehabilitation sciences, neurophysiology, psychology,
ergonomics or robotics"-Sponsored by Division 15 of APA, the second edition of this groundbreaking book has been
expanded to 41 chapters that provide unparalleled coverage of this far-ranging field.
Internationally recognized scholars contribute up-to-date reviews and critical syntheses of the
following areas: foundations and the future of educational psychology, learners’ development,
individual differences, cognition, motivation, content area teaching, socio-cultural perspectives
on teaching and learning, teachers and teaching, instructional design, teacher assessment,
and modern perspectives on research methodologies, data, and data analysis. New chapters
cover topics such as adult development, self-regulation, changes in knowledge and beliefs,
and writing. Expanded treatment has been given to cognition, motivation, and new
methodologies for gathering and analyzing data. The Handbook of Educational Psychology,
Second Edition provides an indispensable reference volume for scholars, teacher educators, inservice practitioners, policy makers and the academic libraries serving these audiences. It is
also appropriate for graduate level courses devoted to the study of educational psychology.
This book brings together leading scholars from around the world to provide their most
influential thinking on instructional feedback. The chapters range from academic, in-depth
reviews of the research on instructional feedback to a case study on how feedback altered the
life-course of one author. Furthermore, it features critical subject areas - including
mathematics, science, music, and even animal training - and focuses on working at various
developmental levels of learners. The affective, non-cognitive aspects of feedback are also
targeted; such as how learners react emotionally to receiving feedback. The exploration of the
theoretical underpinnings of how feedback changes the course of instruction leads to practical
advice on how to give such feedback effectively in a variety of diverse contexts. Anyone
interested in researching instructional feedback, or providing it in their class or course, will
discover why, when, and where instructional feedback is effective and how best to provide it.
The dramatic findings of a ground-breaking study of 120 immensely talented individuals reveal
astonishing new information on developing talent in young people. • The Nature of the Study
and Why It Was Done • Learning to Be a Concert Pianist • One Concert Pianist • The
Development of Accomplished Sculptors • The Development of Olympic Swimmers • One
Olympic Swimmer • Learning to Be a World-Class Tennis Player • The Development of
Exceptional Research Mathematicians • One Mathematician: “Hal Foster” • Becoming an
Outstanding Research Neurologist • Phases of Learning • Home Influences on Talent
Development • A Long-Term Commitment to Learning • Generalizations About Talent
Development
Table of contents
Grade level: 10, 11, 12, i, s, t.

This open access book revisits common notions on how to select and recruit the
right employees. It reveals that the secret of successful individuals and teams lies
in a combination of talent and four important performance indicators, offering an
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innovative approach that companies can fruitfully adopt. Bas Kodden has studied
key performance indicators among over 1,100 executives, senior staff and
professionals, including 50 CEOs from leading Dutch companies. His findings put
the present recruitment and selection procedures used by many prominent
companies in a new light. Moreover, the book not only addresses theory; it also
offers a practically applicable model for recruitment, selection and professional
development. In closing, the book includes a variety of questionnaires and
checklists for HR professionals and executives whose goal is to build sustainable
and successful teams and organizations.
In this book, scientists review current knowledge about expertise. They provide a
summary of general methods and reveal the existence of many general
characteristics of expertise
This book is designed to provide the first comprehensive overview of research on
the acquisition and training of professional performance.
Excellence and the highest levels of performance in the arts and sciences,
sports, and games have always been an object of fascination to both scientists
and lay people. Only during the last 20 years have scientists studied these levels
of performance in the laboratory in order to identify their mediating mechanisms.
Contrary to the common belief that innate talents are the critical factors for
exceptional performance, investigators have found that acquired skills,
knowledge, and physiological adaptations in response to intense practice are the
primary mechanisms, mediating the highest levels of performance. This is the
first and only book to examine how elite performers effect their exceptional
accomplishments. The world's leading researchers on expert performance and
creative achievement review theories and recent findings from many different
domains of expertise on how experts optimize improvement in their performance
and eventually attain excellence. Elite performers are shown to have engaged in
deliberate-practice activities specifically designed to improve their performance
from an early age. By age 20 they have often accumulated over 10,000 hours of
practice! The essential elements of deliberate practice, such as specific goals to
improve performance, successive refinement through repetition, feedback and
instruction, are explicated for different domains. Although the content of practice
tasks will necessarily differ from domain to domain, investigators have found
invariant characteristics for the optimal duration of practice sessions, maximal
amounts of daily practice, the length of intense preparation (around 10 years),
and ages of peak performance. Some of the book's chapters extend the review to
the acquisition of everyday-life skills such as reading, to the performance of
teams of experts, and to the development of creative achievement, geniuses, and
artistic child prodigies. The book concludes with commentaries by several
outstanding scientists in psychology, education, and history of science who
discuss the generalizability of presented ideas and raise issues for future issues.
EXTRA COPY...It could be said that striving for excellence is what characterizes
humanity, or perhaps what characterizes humanity at its best. Why do so few
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individuals ever reach the highest levels when so many start out on the Road to
Excellence? In this book, the world's foremost researchers of expert performance
in domains as diverse as sports, medicine, chess, and the arts explore the
similarities and differences in the extended and strenuous Road to Excellence
taken by the successful individuals in each domain. Their findings will intrigue
and inspire readers who are themselves driven to achieve or who simply want to
better understand the processes involved.
This book was the first handbook where the world's foremost 'experts on
expertise' reviewed our scientific knowledge on expertise and expert performance
and how experts may differ from non-experts in terms of their development,
training, reasoning, knowledge, social support, and innate talent. Methods are
described for the study of experts' knowledge and their performance of
representative tasks from their domain of expertise. The development of
expertise is also studied by retrospective interviews and the daily lives of experts
are studied with diaries. In 15 major domains of expertise, the leading
researchers summarize our knowledge on the structure and acquisition of expert
skill and knowledge and discuss future prospects. General issues that cut across
most domains are reviewed in chapters on various aspects of expertise such as
general and practical intelligence, differences in brain activity, self-regulated
learning, deliberate practice, aging, knowledge management, and creativity.
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